You can slow time in a particular location, while maintaining
world time. when this is cast, the next phase of the clock gives
you and your team 3 phases of action. You can use this once a day.
to Learn: 50.

YOU DO NOT NEED TO LEARN THESE
IN ANY PARTICULAR ORDER
can shift into a tiny animal.
You must decide on the animal and
actively learn this skill towards
that ONE creature. you can learn
this multiple times. Lasts for one
phase of the clock.
TO LEARN: 40

Call Rain
allows you to call a Rain storm
that will last for four phases of
THE clock. Only lasts once a day.
To Learn: 50

can shift into a small animal.
You must decide on the animal and
actively learn this skill towards
that ONE creature. you can learn this
multiple times Lasts for one phase of
the clock.
to Learn: 40.

Call Thunder - This allows the
user to call deafening thunder
for a moment. The thunder
HIDES all noise for three
moments.
To Learn: 50

can shift into a medium animal.
You must decide on the animal and
actively learn this skill towards
that ONE creature. you can learn
this multiple times. Lasts for one
phase of the clock.
to Learn: 60.

Call Lightning - This allows the
user to specifically call
lightning to a spot. May use this
ability at 2 moments notice.
Lightning does D12 damage.
To Learn: 100

can shift into a huge animal.
You must decide on the animal and
actively learn this skill towards
that ONE creature. you can learn
this multiple times. Lasts for one
phase of the clock.
to Learn: 150.

Avoid the Elements- When
Navigating you can cast this Magicae
to negate an environmental effect.
Can use twice a day.
To Learn: 60

can shift into a COLOSSAL animal.
You must decide on the animal and
actively learn this skill towards
that ONE creature. you can learn
this multiple times. Lasts for one
phase of the clock.
to Learn: 300.

Change Weather - You change the
weather for that day to
whatever you want. Lasts a day.
You must RE-LEARN THIS MAGICAE
ONCE CAST.
To Learn: 30

can turn another human or
creature into a tiny animal.
You must actively learn the form of
a creature to turn the person or
creature into. You can learn this
multiple times with multiple
creature forms.
to Learn: 100

Calm Storm - You calm a storm
that has come up unexpectedly.
You can use this anytime a storm
is in progress. Once used you must
learn this Magicae again.
To Learn: 50

Shield of the
Magicae User
A shield appears around
the user ANd 2 others. Roll
a d20 - this is the amount
of damage prevented.
To Learn: 50

revival
you revive a fellow
party member to
half health. you
must relearn once
used.
To Learn: 50

CLANDESTINE ANTS
make a person feel
as though they are
being bitten by
ants. They cannot
do anything on
their moment
except move for
one moment.
to Learn: 35.

Turn ENEMY
The enemy turns away
and appears confused
for three moments
unless attacked.
To Learn: 50

redirect
once a day, any
damage meant for a
person can be
redirected to
another person.
To Learn: 50

NOT TODAY
You cancel all
impacts of the
damage.
Once a day.
Learn: 50

we are a team
if damage WOULD drop
someone to 0, you can
share the damage
between the party
members INSTEAD.
TO Learn: 50

Invisible Trap
Arcane
invisible
A Medium or
Lashing
Sword.
creature an ethereal
The user can smaller
is trapped in an
whip lashes
call on an
invisible trap.
from
a point.
invisible
Does not impose
Roll a d4. The
weapon at any threshold. Can arcane lashing
time.
only be used once
does D4 x 5
D10 Damage
a day.
damage.
to Learn: 35.
to Learn: 35.
to Learn: 35.

You can travel somewhere in a moments notice. You must have been to
the place. You must re-learn this spell once cast. You can use this
spell in any moment at any times as long as you are able to speak.
To learn: 20.
You and your team get 2 additional moments prior to the target
taking their next moment's action. You must re-learn once cast.
To learN: 30

Calm Animals
You learn to
calm an animal.
This reduces
their taming
threshold and
capture
threshold by -20
To Learn: 100

TRACK ANIMALS
You can use this
magicae to
successfully
track the
correct direction
of a creature.
To Learn: 50

Speak to animals.
You can speak
simple commands
thaT animals can
understand. Flip
a coin. if heads,
the creature
obeys.
To learn 30

ANimalis rage
CAN make animals
turn suddenly
aggressive
towards a
person of your
choosing. lasts
for three
moments.
To Learn: 50

Bond with creature.
You forge a bond between
you and a creature. this
bond is unshakeable and no
action causes re-taming. you
must re-learn again once
the spell is used.
to learn: 150
Must be focused on one
creature of your choice
that you have tamed.

True Mark
A bullet or
arrow doubles
damage. Can be
used twice an
encounter.
to Learn: 35.

Magic WEAPON
ignore any
reloading
moments, and
does not
require ammo.
Imbued on one
weapon only.
to Learn: 35.

Sleep Animal
You learn to
Make an animal.
go to sleep. You
roll a d6, if the
creature gets
equal or above
what you rolled
then it does not
sleep. Otherwise
it is asleep for
four phases of
the clock.
To Learn: 100

animals are
frightened of you
and will try to
run away from
you. lasts for
three moments.
To learn 50

animalis familia
You create a familiar from a
creature you are bonded with.
This familiar is always with
you, obeys commands and can
tell you simple things.
To learn: 150.
Must be focused on one
creature of your choice that
you have tamed.

ARCANE SOLDIER
An ethereal figure appears, tied
to and controlled by the
wielder. can hold any weapons
given to it. this ethereal soldier
takes all damage. cannot be
used until after the following
witching hour.
to Learn: 35.

WYLDE
TOTEM CREATURE - You pick a creature of choice and one feature of
their ability. you can noW use this ability at a moments notice.
YOU CAN ONLY CHOOSE ONE PATH TO FOLLOW, AS SOON AS YOU START
LEARNING ANOTHER PATH YOU LOSE THE PREVIOUS PATH'S ABILITY.
YOU MUST ALSO LEARN THE MAGICAE IN THE ORDER THE ARROW IS POINTING.

Choose a Creature Mechanism that has maximum D4 Damage.
You learn to use this mechanism at a moment's notice.
TO LEARN: 30 - Write the mechanism below.
____________________________________
____________________________________
Choose a Creature Mechanism that has maximum D6 Damage.
You learn to use this mechanism at a moment's notice.
TO LEARN: 50 - Write the mechanism below.
____________________________________
____________________________________

Choose a Creature Mechanism that has maximum D10 Damage.
You learn to use this mechanism at a moment's notice.
TO LEARN: 50 - Write the mechanism below.
____________________________________
____________________________________
Choose a Creature Mechanism that has maximum D20 Damage.
You learn to use this mechanism at a moment's notice.
TO LEARN: 100 - Write the mechanism below.
____________________________________
____________________________________

BASILISK VENOM FLOWS IN YOUR VEIN.
You can resist any infection or toxin.
To learn: 30
DEADLY PATH
You create a trap of deadly venom on your path. if someone
or something moves into the square you moved through,
they must roll a stamina check of 15 or take d10 poison.
To learn: 50
DEATH SCREECH
ANYONE IN YOUR vicinity (FRIENDLY AND UNFRIENDLY) must roll
an agility check of 10 to cover their ears. If below 10 they
instantly drop to half their health.
To learn: 50
BASILISK GAZE (Multi-Moment)
YOU CAN, WITH A LOOK, TURN target TO STONE. IT COSTS 3 MOMENTS TO
TURN THEM TO STONE.
Moment 1: The target creature cannot move or run away.
Moment 2: The creature cannot fire a weapon or attack.
Moment 3: The creature is dead.
If you take damage during these moments, you must begin again.
To learn: 30

You actively begin learning how to follow the path of the phoenix.
you can create a non-lethal fire from your hands.
You can use this fire to light campfires, create signal flares.
You can use this fire to cause damage if you combine with flammable
materials.
TO LEARN: 30

You actively begin learning how to follow the path of the phoenix.
At the Second level you can create a Lethal fire from your hands.
This fire deals d10 damage.
TO LEARN: 50

You actively begin learning how to follow the path of the phoenix.
At THIS level OF YOUR WALK you deal d4 of firey damage when you are
injured if the person or animal is in melee range.
TO LEARN: 50

YOUR PATH HAS LED YOU HERE, YOUR SOUL ENTWINED WITH THE PHOENIX.
WHEN YOU DIE, YOU ARE REBORN IN 12 PHASES OF THE CLOCK. ROLL TO SEE
WHAT PART OF YOUR BODY THE 'PHOENIX BIRTHMARK' APPEARS - A
birthmark in the shape of a BIRD.
TO LEARN: 100

YOU MUST BE BITTEN BY A WEREWOLF TO BEGIN THIS PATH. If you
were following another path you lose your abilities in
that path until you have cured the werewolf's bite.
A WEREWOLF BITE DEALS 20 DAMAGe, HOWEVER IF YOU SURVIVE,
YOU WILL GAIN A D20 IN EITHER STRENGTH, AGILITY OR STAMINA.
Between evening and dawn, you turn into a werewolf. you can
move three squares every phase of the clock.
CREATURES WILL AUTOMATICALLY TARGET YOU IN ENCOUNTERS wHILE
IN WEREWOLF FORM.
ONCE YOU LEARN for 50, You can control yourself somewhat
and deal D10 Bite & D6 Claws.
YOU CAN DEAL D12 BITE & D10 CLAWS.
Every time you bite, roll a D20. On a 1, 10 or 20 the creature is
infected with the werewolves curse.
TO LEARN: 50
YOU CAN DEAL D20 Bite.
Every time you bite, Flip a coin. If tails, the bitten creature is
infected with the werewolves curse.
You can also control your ability to transform, allowing you
to transform at a moment's notice
(this is your action FOR that moment).
TO LEARN: 50

REPUTATION
MORTEM MAGICAE

You can instantly kill a human you can see. They cannot
be revived. in exchange you are reduced to 0 health
(you can be revived).
TO LEARN 200. MUST BE RE-LEARNT AFTER CASTING

You can revive a recently deceased person for a total of
5 moments.
TO LEARN 100

REMOVE BLOOD.
Blood is DRAINED from THE TARGET,
10 POINTS OF DAMAGE.
TO LEARN 50 + ONE MOMENT TO CAST.

You can permanently revive a recently deceased person.
COSTS ANOTHER PERSON'S LIFE IN RETURN.

You can create a blood golem from the
blood OF A HUMAN.
requires blood of an enemy (SEE 'REMOVE BLOOD' SPELL).
blood golem has 10hp and does d20 damage.
lasts 3 moments.
TO LEARN 100

MAGICA immortalitatis

IMMORTALITY MAGIC

can only be learnt if A MAESTRO MALEFICA.
YOU BESTOW INVULNERABILTY on a person
(you can bestow it upon yourself).
You do not take damage FROM NON-MAGICAL ATTACKS,
although you can STILL BE KILLED BY MAGICAE.
Takes 300
MAGICAE CONDUIT
You learn TO CHANNEL MAGICAE THROUGH YOUR VEINS. IF
ANY MAGICAE DOES DAMAGE TO YOU, YOU INSTEAD USE THIS
DAMAGE TO REPLENISH HEALTH.
You cannot go above maximum health.
TO LEARN 200
JUST IN CASE VESSEL
YOU CREATE A SMALL VIAL OF PART OF YOUR ESSENCE. IF
YOU DROP TO 0, AND IF THE VIAL IS SMASHED, YOU ARE
RESTORED TO FULL HEALTH. REQUIRES 10 HEaLTH FROM A
CREATURE OR PERSON TO BEGIN THE SPELL.
TO CREATE (LEARN) 100

mentis imperium

CONTROL MAGIC

YOU CONTROL THE ACTIONS, MOVEMENTS AND SPEECH OF A
PERSON OR CREATURE FOR 3 MOMENTS. YOU MUST BE IN
PROXIMITY TO THE PERSON.
Takes 200
You swap places with a person for a day. Must be
cast at dawn, and you must be in physical proximity
to the person. your body remains a motionless shell
while you are in the other body. IF EITHER BODY IS
KILLED, both bodies are destroyed.
TO LEARN 100

DEATH MAGIC

TO LEARN 200 - you cannot choose who is taken in exchange.
give each player and nPC a number and roll a targeting
dice (round up to get the applicable dice, for example if 7
people, round up to a D8.
TO LEARN 250 - You are able to choose the exchanged
person, and sacrifice them.
You can revive a recently deceased CREATURE FOR A TOTAL
OF 5 MOMENTS. THE CREATURE WILL FIGHT FOR YOU AND HAS ALL
MECHANISMS IT HAD WHILE ALIVE. THE CREATURE'S ACTIONS
BECOME YOUR OWN FOR THE NEXT 5 MOMENTS.
TO LEARN 40
You can permanently revive a recently deceased animal.
IN EXCHANGE, ANOTHER CREATURE DIES. "A LIFE FOR A LIFE". THE
STATE THE ANIMAL RETURNS IS UP TO THE LEARNING PUT INTO THE
SPELL:
TO LEARN 80 = Creature is a dead looking version of itself. It
has the same mechanisms it did in life, but does not
remember any taming or training it had. It also has a
hunger for flesh. over time the creature will 'rot'.
TO LEARN 100 = Creature is restored to its normal self, has
the same mechanisms although does not remember any
training or taming it had.
TO LEARN 150 = Creature is restored to pre-death, with
complete training, taming and mechanisms.

MAGICA maledicere

HEXES AND CURSES

YOU CURSE A PERSON TO GET LOST IN THE WYLDE
REGARDLESS OF IF THEY HAVE A COMPASS OR NOT.
Takes 50
MUsT RE-LEARN AFTER CASTING.
PAralysis curse
You curse the next person or group to come through
an area to become paralysed for 1d6 phases of the
clock.
Takes 100 to learn
(2 phases of the clock to cast on the area of effect)
MAGICAE VENOM
You cause another person or creatures blood to
writhe with venom. Roll for the type of toxin.
can be used twice a day.
Takes 100

DARK DESIRES
When you take the life of
another human or cast
aN OBSCURUM SPELL.
Are you sure you want to go
down this path?

can only be learnt if obscurum sanguis is unlocked
in bloodlust.

Bloodlust is an additional Reputation,
however you can take the top tier of
this reputation ALONGSIDE a top tier
reputation from the base character
sheet.

MAGICAE SNGUINEM UNLOCKED. YOU
CAN NOW ACCESS BLOOD MAGIC.

BLOOD MAGIC

you have discovered how to negate any harmful effects
of the spell to yourself.

MAGICA SANGUINE

YOu become a
MAESTRO
malefica, a
grand dark
magician.

